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Abstract: A high output transmission and high quality factor, compact LiNbO3 -based Fabry–Perot-type photonic
crystal cavity is reported that can be used in electro-optical modulators at optical communication wavelengths. The
electro-optic effect is 123 times enhanced as compared to the bulk material as a result of the slow light effect. The
transmission wavelength is found to depend linearly on the applied voltage with 1.2 nm/V modulation sensitivity.
Moreover, an externally switchable dual mode regime with high quality factors and transmissions is realized. High
transmissions and high quality factors are also obtained for both transverse-electric and transverse-magnetic polarizations
simultaneously.
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1. Introduction
Photonic crystal (PC) cavities have attracted considerable interest because of their flexible operation wavelength
tunability with external physical signals and enhanced interaction of light with matter in a small modal volume
[1–3]. By using different geometrical and structural approaches, various studies have been performed in order to
design a PC cavity with an ultrahigh quality-factor (Q) in an ultrasmall modal volume [4–6]. Such cavity designs
have the potential to find applications in several fields, i.e. low-threshold lasers [7], semiconductor quantum wells
[8], optical communication and quantum information processing systems [9,10], channel add–drop functional
devices [11], and nonlinear photonic elements for photonic chips [12].
The possibility of creating a strong light–matter interaction in the cavity region as a result of highly
localized fields can lead to the enhancement of the nonlinear and electro-optic effects. This enhancement can
further be increased by exploiting the slow light effect at the cavity resonance frequency. By the enhancement
of the electro-optic and nonlinear effects, a PC cavity can lead to a significant modification in the refractive
index of the material that constitutes the cavity region and, in turn, the operation wavelength can be drastically
shifted.
PC cavities can be highly sensitive to changes in the refractive index of the cavity region, since the optical
path of the travelling wave inside the cavity region can be made much longer than the physical length of the
cavity. Considering the aforementioned features of PC cavities, it is possible to realize high-Q , small modal-
volume, compact, and high throughput devices [12–15]. For instance, a lithium niobate (LiNbO3) electro-optic
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modulator is experimentally exploited with two orders of magnitude enhanced electro-optic effect compared to
that for the bulk LiNbO3 due to operation in the slow light regime of the PC [16]. Another important issue
in PC cavity-based refractive index sensors or electro-optic modulators is the sharpness of the band edges. It
is reported that in order to have sharp band edges and high contrast between pass- and stop-bands like the
band spectrum of infinite holes in a two-dimensional model, the holes should be sufficiently deep to overlap
most of the waveguide mode [17]. By opening a shallow trench (1 to 1.5 µm) and etching holes in the bottom
of this trench, sharp spectral features and high contrast between pass- and stop-bands are preserved with a
sacrifice in transmission about 10%–25% for an annealed proton-exchange (APE) LiNbO3 PC waveguide [17].
The efficiency of a shallow trench on the existence of high contrast, sharp band edges is also investigated for
air-hole square-lattice PC in a Ti-diffused LiNbO3 strip waveguide [18]. Thermal annealing is shown to provide
an effective method to reduce loss in annealed proton exchanged LiNbO3 PC waveguides so that a photonic
band gap (PBG) with an extinction ratio of 15 dB is experimentally demonstrated [19].
PC cavities, which are basically point or line defects in PC structures, can be constructed in several ways.
For example, heterostructure cavities are designed from cavity regions having different periodicities and/or
lattice constants compared to those of the surrounding media [20]. Air bridge cavities consist of input/output
coupling lines and a free-standing PC slab stage that is utilized for the purpose of minimizing the output
plane losses by benefiting from total internal reflection [21]. Nanobeam cavities are patterned in a single line
of rods/holes [22]. Fabry–Perot-type cavities can be formed by inserting two PC mirrors at both sides of the
line-defect [23]. Although their construction is different, all these types of PC cavities have a common feature:
only the resonance wavelengths of the cavity are allowed to be transmitted and other wavelengths of the PBG
are reflected from the crystal.
In this study, we design a LiNbO3 -based two-dimensional Fabry–Perot-type PC cavity by removing
a line of holes perpendicular to the light propagation direction. Simultaneous achievement of nearly unity
power transmission and high field localization inside the cavity region are aimed as design targets. We selected
LiNbO3 as the host material because of its suitability of use in Pockels, nonlinear, acousto-optic, piezoelectric,
and photorefractive devices due to its superior multiphysical properties. Besides having a large electro-optic
coefficient, LiNbO3 also exhibits low conductivity and a high relaxation time, which are favorable properties
for sensing DC electric fields in space charge environments [24]. Photonic and phononic band gap maps are
examined for different lattice types and geometrical parameters of a Z-cut LiNbO3 PC slab [25]. It has been
shown that simultaneous photonic and phononic band gaps are possible for a triangular lattice-type PC slab
[25]. Very recently, electro-optic beam deflection was demonstrated by applying relatively low voltages (20 V)
in LiNbO3 -annealed proton exchange waveguides [26].
Tunable, low-voltage, and micrometric-sized electro-optic modulators are realized in LiNbO3 -based PC
cavities by combining the large electro-optic coefficient of LiNbO3 with the slow light effect [14,16, 27–29]. We
numerically demonstrate the enhancement of the electro-optic effect of LiNbO3 inside the PC cavity region due
to strong field localization and enhanced light–matter interaction arising from the slow light effect. Moreover,
we show that it is possible to alter the Q of the cavity by changing the number of the hole columns (N) on either
side of the cavity. In addition, a dual mode regime with a switchable operation wavelength can be achieved by
altering the cavity length, LC . Finally, we investigate the possibility of achieving a dual-polarization regime,
where resonance peaks for both transverse magnetic (TM) and transverse electric (TE) polarization states are
observed inside the photonic band gap (PBG) region, by altering the r/a ratio.
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2. Structure and methods
As shown in Figure 1, a Fabry–Perot-type PC cavity, which is formed between two identical square lattice PC
sections that act as side mirrors, is formed. The length of the cavity is represented by LC and the radius and
the periodicity of the holes are denoted by r and a , respectively. The host material is selected as LiNbO3 ,
which has a trigonal molecular crystal system and exhibits the Pockels effect and nonlinear optical polarizability
[30]. Owing to its trigonal crystal distribution, which is known to lack inversion symmetry, LiNbO3 displays
optical birefringence with the application of a static or time-dependent electric field. As a result of birefringence,
LiNbO3 has two different refractive indices: no , for ordinary waves, and ne , for extraordinary waves. Here, in
the numerical analysis, we prefer to use ne , which is 2.138 in the wavelength interval of interest [28].
Figure 1. The cross-sectional view of the proposed Fabry–Perot cavity design. The PC structure is assumed to be
periodic and infinitely long along the y− and z -axis, respectively.
For the numerical analysis, the incident wave is defined as a plane wave that propagates in the +x direc-
tion. In the practical realization stage, the plane wave field distribution can be approximated by coupling the
incident light to a wide waveguide with the aid of a fiber. The calculation of the dispersion diagram and the
group velocities is performed by utilizing the plane wave expansion (PWE) method [31]. The transmission spec-
trum is obtained by running finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations (Photon Design, CrystalWave),
in which one period of the corresponding structure is divided into 128 mesh cells for ensuring accurate data
are obtained. In the FDTD simulations, periodic boundary conditions are implemented for the ±y directions
and open boundary conditions are applied for the ±x directions to prevent the reflection of outgoing waves.
Considering a sufficiently thick substrate, the calculations are realized in two dimensions. The main polarization
state for operation is selected as TE polarization, for which the magnetic field is oriented along the z axis as
shown in Figure 1.
3. Results and discussion
In the first step, we design a bulk square lattice PC in order to form a broad PBG region. One reason for working
in the TE polarization is the possibility of the existence of a wider PBG region compared to the TM case. As
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a design goal, we desire the PBG region to include λ = 1.55 µm, which is the chosen operation wavelength.
Accordingly, we set the geometrical parameters for the bulk PC as a = 530 nm and r/a = 0.4. The cavity
length, LC , is calculated as LC= a− 2r = 106 nm. The photonic band diagram and transmission spectrum
are displayed in Figures 2a and 2b, respectively. According to Figure 2a, the bulk PC structure displays a PBG
region between the normalized frequencies of 0.27(a/λ) and 0.39(a/λ) for the ΓX direction of wave-vectors.
The transmission spectrum shown in Figure 2b confirms the existence of the PBG region and demonstrates that
transmission is suppressed between approximately 1.3 µm and 1.9 µm.
Figure 2. a) The dispersion diagram and b) transmission spectrum of the bulk PC structure. The black and red curves
represent the lower and the upper band of the PBG region, respectively.
Next, we show the dispersion diagram and the transmission spectrum for the PC cavity geometry depicted
in Figure 1 where N = 6. The corresponding dispersion diagram is shown in Figure 3a, where the mode arising
due to the existence of the cavity is denoted by ‘resonance band’. Figure 3b shows the transmission spectrum
of the PC cavity between approximately 1.1 µm and 2.3 µm and Figure 3c is simply the enlarged view of the
region enclosed by a dashed rectangle in Figure 3b. Figure 3c reveals that the transmission resonance occurs in
the close vicinity of 1.55 µm and the normalized peak power transmission is approximately 0.89. We calculate
the quality factor of the cavity from the ratio of the resonance frequency to FWHM-bandwidth as Q ≈1275
for this spectrum. As it can be noted from Figure 3a, the ΓM direction presents a flat cavity resonance band
that results in propagation with low group velocity, which is desirable for the enhancement of the electro-optic
modulation effect. The group velocity of the resonance band is calculated as 0.0189c (c , the speed of light in
vacuum) from the slope of the dispersion curve, which will later be used in the analysis of the electro-optic
effect.
It has been stated that the bulk PC sections act as highly reflective blocks. Q and the transmission
spectrum are strongly dependent on the reflectivity of the PC sections surrounding the cavity region and,
therefore, N . In order to reveal this strong relation, the characteristics of the PC sections are changed by
altering N from 5 to 7. Figure 4 shows the evolution of the transmission spectrum of the PC cavity for the
above mentioned N values. It is observed that Q increases with increasing N , whereas the peak transmission
at the cavity resonance decreases, since the reflectivity of the cavity mirrors increases with increasing N .
Meanwhile, the spectral position of the cavity resonance is not modified because of the fact that LC is kept
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Figure 3. a) Dispersion diagram of the proposed Fabry–Perot-type cavity, b) transmission spectrum of the structure,
(c) the enlarged view of the spectral behavior of the cavity resonance.
constant. Q values of the cavity resonances are evaluated as 455 and 4340, while the normalized peak power
transmissions are 0.94 and 0.81 for N = 5 and N = 7, respectively.
The field distributions for the N = 5, N = 6, and N = 7 cases at the wavelengths where the transmission
of the cavity mode is maximum are analyzed and the results are shown in Figure 5. The optical field highly
concentrates inside and in the vicinity of the cavity region. The effective electro-optic coefficient in a structured






where ϑbulkG and ϑ
PC
G are the group velocities inside the bulk and photonic crystal LiNbO3 , respectively. The
group velocities at the cavity peak resonance frequencies are calculated as 0.0535c , 0.0189c , and 0.0099c for
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Figure 4. Output transmission spectra of the Fabry–Perot cavities for the cases of a) N = 5, b) N = 6, and c) N =
7. The enlarged views of the spectral behavior of the cavity resonances are shown in the insets.
N = 5, N = 6, and N = 7, respectively. Following Eq. (1), the local field factors are approximately 3, 5,
and 7 for N = 5, N = 6, and N = 7, respectively. These calculated values of f and normalized peak power
transmissions are observed to be higher than those for the PC based Fabry–Perot cavity with triangular lattice
of holes in a LiNbO3 background, where r/a = 0.35 [28]. Consistent with the increase in f as a function of N ,
it is obvious from Figure 5 that the magnetic field localizes more in the cavity center as N increases. Finally,
as shown in Figure 5, the localized fields inside the cavity region have an approximately uniform distribution
similar to what is observed in a traditional Fabry–Perot resonator. The PC cavity configuration with N = 6 is
used for the rest of the analysis due to its good compromise between the peak power transmission and Q .
The evolution of the transmission spectrum with respect to changes in the refractive index of the cavity
region, ∆n , is analyzed in Figure 6. In the practical realization stage, the modification of n corresponds to
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Figure 5. Magnetic field distributions of the Fabry–Perot cavities for the cases of a) N= 5, b) N= 6, and c) N= 7.
the application of an external static field. In other words, in this context, we model the electro-optic effect by
modifying the refractive index. It has been shown that the effective modulation of the refractive index, n , in







where r33 , V , and L denote the electro-optic coefficient of LiNbO3 (30 pm/V at 1.55 µm for LiNbO3 [28]),
the applied voltage, and the distance between the electrodes, respectively. Eq. (2) elucidates that the refractive
index variation in the presence of external voltage increases by a factor of f3 inside the PC medium with respect
to the bulk electro-optic material. Our design of a Fabry–Perot-type LiNbO3−based PC cavity shows a 123
times enhanced electro-optic effect compared to the bulk LiNbO3 .
The refractive index of the photonic crystal substrate is altered in linear increments of 0.05 that cor-
responds to an application of 23.6 V externally. The relationship between ∆n and the peak transmission
wavelength of the cavity mode, as illustrated in Figure 6a, reveals that the designed Fabry–Perot cavity has a
high refractive index sensitivity and hence a high electro-optic modulation sensitivity. The amount of average
redshift in the peak transmission wavelength is evaluated as approximately 28 nm per 0.05 increase in the refrac-
tive index, leading to a refractive index sensitivity of 558.95 nm/RIU or an electro-optic modulation sensitivity
of 1.2 nm/V. Figure 6b shows the shift of the resonance wavelength as a function of refractive index change
resulting from electro-optic modulation with the error bars representing the fluctuations in the wavelength shift
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Figure 6. a) Demonstration of the wavelength modulation of the cavity resonances by altering the refractive index of
the PC substrate, b) shift of the cavity resonance wavelength as a function of refractive index change.
that originate from 5 nm standard deviation of the holes from their correct positions in the square lattice. The
alteration of the refractive index does not appreciably affect the value of peak power transmission. The shift
of the resonance wavelength shows a linear relationship with the change of the refractive index and hence with
the applied voltage (see Eq. (2)) and, therefore, the proposed structure can be a good candidate for practical
applications that demand the enhancement of the electro-optic effect.
Following the investigation of the effect of refractive index modulation on the transmission spectrum,
different possible functionalities of the proposed geometry, such as dual-mode and dual-polarization operation
regimes, are reported. It is known that LC determines the spectral position and the interdistance between the
consecutive allowed modes of a Fabry–Perot cavity. In the analysis of the dual-mode regime, we do not modify
the geometrical parameters other than LC . For this particular Fabry–Perot cavity geometry, it is required for
the observed cavity resonances to lie inside the PBG region of the corresponding PC structure. In the initial
design, for which a = 530 nm, r/a = 0.4 and LC = 106 nm, LC has been carefully selected with the purpose
of supporting only one cavity mode inside the PBG region. Nonetheless, by solely increasing LC , we can
expect the number of the supported cavity modes inside the PBG region to increase as a result of decreasing
interdistance between consecutive modes. For this reason, LC is arranged as 610 nm by enlarging the width
of the cavity region. In this case, as predicted, the PBG region supports two distinct cavity modes at different
wavelengths. Figure 7a demonstrates the occurrence of the two cavity modes that are denoted by ‘resonance
bands’. The transmission spectrum given in Figure 7b reveals the occurrence and the excitation of the two
high transmission and high Q cavity modes. The peak normalized power transmission values are approximately
given by 0.95 for the mode at λ0 = 1.36 µm and 0.85 for the mode at λ0 = 1.65 µm. Lastly, we calculate the
Qs as 680 for the mode at λ0 = 1.36 µm and 2870 for the mode at λ0 = 1.65 µm.
Finally, we analyze the possibility of the simultaneous achievement of a high transmission and a large
Q for both TE and TM polarizations. For the geometrical parameters that have been used in the single-
polarization case, the resultant PBG regions for TE and TM waves do not overlap and, as a consequence, the
resonance frequencies for TE and TM polarizations are significantly different. For enabling the achievement
of two resonances that are fairly close to each other in terms of wavelength, we modify the aforementioned
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Figure 7. a) Dispersion diagram and b) transmission spectrum for the dual mode operation of the Fabry–Perot cavity.
The arrows point to the resonance bands in the PBG.
geometrical parameters. The parameters used for the analysis of the dual-polarization regime are given by a
= 520 nm and r/a = 0.46. For these parameters, we calculate LC = a− 2r = 41.6 nm. The reasoning behind
this modification is the enabling of the PBG regions for TE and TM waves to coincide. Correspondingly, Figure
8 shows the transmission spectrum and the cavity resonances for TE and TM polarization states. Since the
effective refractive index decreases when the radii of the holes are increased, the resonance wavelength of the
TE mode shifts blue with a normalized peak power transmission of 0.89 at λ0 = 1.5 µm. The normalized
peak power transmission for the TM mode is obtained at λ0 =1.6 µm with a transmission value of 0.96. The
distinction between the spectral positions of the cavity resonances for TE and TM cases can be qualitatively
explained by noting that different polarization states can encounter different cavity mirror reflectivity and, in
turn, the propagation constants at the cavity mode wavelength can differ for TE and TM waves, so that the
phase gained for TE and TM waves in a round-trip can be different. Q values are evaluated as 1394 and 340
for the TE and TM modes, respectively. From the viewpoint of practical applicability, it is advantageous that
both of the cavity resonances yield high peak power transmissions and Qs.
Figure 8. Transmission spectrum of the proposed Fabry–Perot-type cavity for dual polarization illumination.
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4. Conclusions
We have proposed a Fabry–Perot-type cavity with side mirrors that are formed by air-hole photonic crystal
structure to create high-transmission and high quality factor cavity resonances for efficient electro-optical
modulation devices. A good compromise between the quality factor and peak power transmission is found
for six rows of holes surrounding the cavity. The nearly uniform and high localization of the field at the
cavity center is explained by the slow light effect, which sustains a localized mode with very low group velocity
(0.0189c) at the cavity resonance frequency. The electro-optic effect is enhanced by 123-fold in the designed PC
cavity as compared to that for the bulk LiNbO3 as a consequence of the slow light effect. This enhancement is
manifested with a large shift of the transmission band upon low voltage modulation that gives a sensitivity of
1.2 nm/V. Moreover, a dual mode regime with high normalized peak power transmissions and quality factors
of the cavity resonances is presented by only changing the cavity length of the corresponding PC geometry.
Finally, by changing the lattice unit and the holes’ radius, the simultaneous use of the cavity for both TE and
TM polarizations is demonstrated, which can be employed in polarization insensitive devices. The exploitation
of the slow light effect in photonic crystal cavity structures with external tunability can facilitate micro- and
nanoscale low power demanding active photonic devices.
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